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Abstract: Internet of Things or IoT is nothing but an evolved version of Internet, which includes sensors, consumer electronic devices and other 
embedded systems connected to it besides computers, smart phones and tablets to collect and exchange data with one another. IoT technology 
can also be applied to create a new concept for smart homes to provide intelligence, comfort to improve the quality of life. Home automation is 
control appliances using the remote control, internet, voice and gesture. We control the appliances using the hand gesture. A Human Computer 
Interaction (HCI) between computers and human understands human language and develop a user friendly interface. Gestures a non-verbal form 
of communication provides the HCI interface. The goal of gesture recognition is to create a system which can identify specific human gestures 
and use them to convey information or for device control. Hand gesture recognition is relatively complicated since different persons have 
different speeds and styles to perform gestures. Hand gesture recognition is suffering from the accuracy of hand detection. Many algorithms are 
proposed for gesture recognition accuracy. I proposed one approach; they also increase the accuracy of hand gesture detection. In proposed 
approach OpenCV library is used for solve the problem of accuracy. I proposed one approach; they also increase the accuracy of hand gesture 
detection. In proposed approach OpenCV library is used for solve the problem of accuracy. In that approach background subtraction is used for 
better recognition of the hand from the frame and increases the accuracy rate of hand recognition. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Internet of Things or IoT is nothing but an evolved version 
of Internet, which includes sensors, consumer electronic 
devices and other embedded systems connected to it besides 
computers, smart phones and tablets to collect and exchange 
data with one another. The system consists of different sensor 
modules, ubiquitous microcontroller board, various household 
electrical devices connected to the microcontroller board via 
the relay and a computer connected to the Internet [2]. The 
number of things in the living space is larger than the number 
of world population. Research is going on how to make these 
things to communicate with each other like computer devices 
communicate through Internet. The communication among 
these things is referred as Internet of Things (IoT) [1]. 

Due to improvement in living standards, everyone loves to 
have all the facilities without difficulty and at the earliest. This 
resulted in the use of advanced technology for home 
automation. People want all the things to be automated from 
very simple tasks to many complex tasks. User satisfaction 
and comfort is the main criteria for home automation. There 
are plenty of electrical appliances in every modern household. 
Automating the operation of all the electronic and electrical 
equipment and providing security improves the quality of life 
and provides more comfort to the dwellers [3]. Home 
automation is also popular as digital home, e-home, and 
intelligent house or smart home. For building the home 
automation system, automation technology, computer 

technology, telecommunication technology along with 
electromechanical technology is used [3]. 

 
The home appliances also control using remote control 

and internet. But it is not understand by the elder people, 
mentally challenged people and physically disables people. 
Home automation is also controlling using the gesture. This is 
a type of home appliance control system where the person 
must be present in sight to the appliance that is needed to be 
controlled and a predefined gesture must be used to turn on/off 
the device.  

Gesture recognition is an image-processing technique. 
Man-made gestures are captured and system recognizes it. 
This technique can be easily used to interact with machines by 
making different gestures according to required message to be 
conveyed [3]. 

Gestures are important for communicating information 
among the human. Nowadays new technologies of Human 
Computer Interaction (HCI) are being developed to deliver 
user's command to the robots. Users can interact with 
machines through hand, head, facial expressions, voice and 
touch. The objective of this paper is to use one of the 
important modes of interaction i.e. hand gestures to control 
and household applications [4]. 

Our system uses OpenCV image processing library to 
perform the complete process from pre-processing. OpenCV 
based library makes the system easy to create due to the large 
amount of inbuilt functions of various image processing tasks 
like edge detection, feature tracking [9]. 
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